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One of my principle philosophies in life is to simply “go with the
flow”.

In keeping with that mantra,
this issue has a new feature entitled
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Kevin Fagan of the San Fran-

cisco Chronicle has graciously allowed us to reprint a piece he au-

thored about the Albany, California
Fire Chief who is on a crusade to replace ionization smoke alarms
throughout his community.
Regardless of your current

view on the issue of ionization vs.

photoelectric alarms, the article is
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thought provoking. I encourage everyone to conduct their own research
on the matter, as good investigators
should.
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As investigators we never know where the next bit
of useful information will come from, or in what form it
will take. As I sat in the aisle headed for my connection to
Charlotte, I scanned the magazines in the back of the forward seat. For once, other than finding a great travel destination I would never visit, I located something practical to
my profession: “The Psychology of Poker” (Chalita Than- Delete
text and
yakoop, 2010).
insert
I am not a poker player, a least not in the tradiintrotional sense. But I am seasoned enough to know that the
ductory
process of Interviewing and Interrogating witnesses, vicinformatims, and suspects creates a similar set of dynamics to
tion
poker, when the traditional competition for money is exhere.
changed for high stakes information.
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continued:
Also, Doreen Withee of the
Colorado Springs Fire Department
submitted a piece discussing Class
K Extinguishers.
Her future line up is equally

impressive; as she takes an engi-
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hazard classifications, and its po-

tential extinction, due to the introduction of synthetic furnishings.
I fully expect all of her

contributions to be as detailed and
professional as her demeanor.

This volume will also serve

as another beginning of sorts.
There will be two concur-

rent series of expanding topics.,

beginning with Interviewing and
Interrogations, covering areas of

physiological research and the differing styles of questioning needed
based on motive identification.
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The Psychology of Poker...?
The main point to the research is that first impressions, especially when faced with an opponent who is unfamiliar to us and is displaying positive facial expressions, have
a huge impact in your initial behavior and judgments.
The abstract of Erik Schlicht, Ph. D., and his team‟s
research states, “Surprisingly, we find that threatening face
information has little influence on wagering behavior, but
faces relaying positive emotional characteristics impact peoples' decisions. People…made more mistakes against emoSubhead
Subhead
Subhead
Subhead
tionally positive
opponents.”
(Schlicht,
2010)
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The Psychology of Poker...?
This information has a dual application in that investigators
should be aware of their own predisposition to trust a subject
based, at least in part, on a smile. Equally important to understand
is the necessity of the investigator to display the positive features
necessary to elicit a desired response.
Face it, investigators are salespersons, but our product is not
always the best received. Very often all we are offering is a trip to
jail, denial of an insurance claim, or involvement in a matter that is
likely to place someone into a stressful courtroom situation with
the label “snitch” to carry afterwards.
Nevertheless, when looking for the kinetic clues often present in an interview, its best to know your inherent weaknesses, and
those of your opponent.
Schlicht is already taking his research further, and has, “…a
patent pending for a statistically-based technique that could be used
to train investigators, intelligence analysts, etc. It provides a quantitative manner to assess how sensitive investigators are to reliable information, and their ability to disregard unreliable info.”
With the help of researchers such as Schlicht, and
an open mind to progress, investigators can continue to utilize
the proven tools of the trade and
apply them when appropriate.
If we fail to do so, all
bets are off.
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Albany Fire Chief Urges Switching
Smoke Alarms
By: Kevin Fagan, Chronicle Staff Writer
Albany Fire Chief Marc McGinn
says most smoke alarms in American homes
are nearly useless and put residents in danger - so he's on a crusade to get them all
swapped out for a cheap, better alternative.
Switching fire alarms could save
about 1,500 lives a year, he believes, but the
chief faces a mighty task to get the nationwide change he thinks is so badly needed.
"I don't care how hard I have to stir
the pot, this is the most important fire safety
issue of our time," the 55-year-old McGinn
said. "People are dying and being disfigured
by fire every day we wait, and I just can't
stand to think about that."
Continued on next page...
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ThE “CODE CORNER”

By Doug Cranford, CFI

Albany Fire Chief Urges
Switching Smoke Alarms

Some of the more common
questions when discussing an arson case with a District Attorney,
and especially when being cross
examined by a Defense attorney,
center upon the physical evidence that links a person to the
fire.
It is no surprise to fire investigators the answer is
rarely poised with DNA, fingerprints, or other types of physical evidence most often associated with more well publicized
violent crimes, and the Hollywood depiction of investigators.
The fact is immutable; fire simply destroys the vast majority
of physical evidence that jurors, often influenced by the CSI
effect, are increasingly demanding these days.
Thankfully, science and technology are rapidly marching their way into the hearts and minds of fire investigators,
and making dramatic appearances in the courtroom. Through
the increased use of DNA, investigators are rapidly compensating for what have traditionally been circumstantial cases by
utilizing some of the most cutting edge forensic advancements.
When I think of the fingerprint analogy, I think of the
numerous times I have dusted containers, or points of forced
entry, often to confirm they were present, but not identifiable
due to being smudged or having a less than ideal surface type.

The issue boils down to the
two main types of fire alarms sold
in America: ionization alarms and
photoelectric alarms. The first type
is bad, McGinn says.
The two alarms look nearly
identical: They're the white circles
of plastic most folks are familiar
with, and 96 percent of American
homes have at least one kind.
An ionization alarm contains a tiny amount of radioactive
material to set up an ionization
chamber that creates an electric
current. When the current is disturbed by smoke, the alarm sounds.
It costs about $10.
A photoelectric alarm, in
contrast, contains a small beam of
light. When smoke disturbs that
beam, the alarm sounds. It costs
about $15.
The difference has to do
with how smoke from different
fires moves through the air and
what is in that smoke.

Continued on next page...
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Continued...

Now, there may be another option
due to the advancement of „trace‟ DNA
analysis capabilities, when the transfer of
just a few cells may be enough to yield a
suspect profile.
Consider a common occurrence for
arson investigators; the location of a standard gasoline container at, or near, a fire
scene. To the lay person, an item with a
capacity of 5-gallons may seem like the
ideal place for a suspect to deposit fingerprints. But a closer look reveals a dimpled surface, not conducive for the identification, or lifting,
of prints. Until recently such an item may have been considered useless.
“If you don‟t try (to collect the evidence), you will never
know”, says Barry Grimm, one of the primary instructors of the Forensic Evidence class at the National Fire Academy in Emmitsburg, Maryland. Barry and his co-instructor, Tom Petty, recently delivered a well
constructed and motivational 6-day class to 22 relatively seasoned investigators from around the country.
Out of that peer group, approximately one fourth had used DNA
evidence to either close major cases, or continue an otherwise dormant
case, despite the overall low number of times DNA had been sought as
evidence. The sources of DNA included the lip of a bottle, cigarettes,
socks, and blood.
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Fire Chief Marc McGinn displays
the back of a photoelectric smoke detector
which displays a "P" on the back which designates it as a photoelectric device at the
Albany Fire department, in Albany, Calif.
on Tuesday August 10, 2010. Fire Chief
Marc McGinn is calling for the immediate
removal of what he claims are fraudulent,
deadly ionization type smoke alarms from
all stores and homes in America and replacing them with photoelectric devices.
Photo: Michael Macor / The Chronicle
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“Touch” DNA and
ThE “CODE CORNER”
The Fingerprint Analogy
Albany Fire Chief Urges Switching
Continued...
Most forensic DNA testing is performed using STR‟s,
Short-Tandem-Repeats, of
DNA markers at specific loci
along the DNA molecule. Typically, 13 core loci are used to
develop and distinguish a profile to the exclusion of all other sources
of DNA, although variations of the loci occur in differing jurisdictions. (Roland AH van Oorschot, 2010)
“With the advent of new technologies and procedures, DNA
evidence is being used in more criminal cases than ever before. No
longer reserved for the most violent of crimes, even simple burglaries
and drug possession cases are often submitted to the laboratory for
DNA analysis. In the modern forensic lab the most minute amounts of
sweat and skin cells are routinely used to obtain DNA profiles,” says
Suzanna Ryan, a private DNA Consultant based in Carlsbad, CA.
According to Ryan, there has been an explosion in the areas of
touch DNA extraction and amplification within the past five years.
Despite the scientific progress, one inherent problem persists regarding fire investigators having unabated access to DNA evidence.
“Heat destroys DNA”, says Ryan, who worked the
1991 arson and execution style murder of four teenage girls in Austin,
Texas, now known as the “Yogurt Shop Murders”. At the time, Ryan
was looking for DNA on the ligatures the victims had been bound
with. Unfortunately, the ligatures were burnt, and no DNA profile was
established. But with today‟s technology, the results could have been
much different.
Continued on next page...

Smoke Alarms

For example, an overcooked dinner
may produce small particles of smoke that
waft through the air. The ionization alarm is
sensitive to those tiny flecks, prompting
false alarms. The photoelectric alarm can
tell better when there isn't enough smoke to
be a dangerous fire.
On the other end of the spectrum is
the smoldering fire, which produces bigger
particles. Those aren't as easily detected by
the ionization alarm until the smolder becomes flames that produce the smaller particles.
McGinn - armed with a cluster of
independent research conducted since the
1970s when the alarms hit the market and
governments began urging everyone to get
them - says the ionization alarms are so inferior to the photoelectric alarms that they
are "deadly."
Unlike photoelectrics, ionizations
were built primarily as flame detectors, he
says - and people need warning long before
a fire gets to the flame stage so they can
flee, avoid fatal smoke inhalation or even
react to squelch the blaze.
Continued on next page...
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“Touch” DNA and The Fingerprint Analogy
Continued...
In a case where an item is suspected of having been handled by the arsonist, like a gasoline container or an item with an
irregular surface, move on to the twenty-first century. “If you
know prints are not viable, skip the fingerprint step,” and concentrate on collecting the DNA, she says. In fact, rough surfaces are
best for recovering DNA.
There may also be an occasion when investigators choose
to seek prints and DNA. In that case, Ryan provides some crucial
pieces of advice. "It is always a good idea to confer with your
lab, first of all. Black powder can decrease the yield of the DNA
sample,” she says. Establishing good communication between
both lab experts is a must.
Another pitfall when seeking prints and DNA is
the possibility of contamination when dusting. Only use new
brushes and powder.
Depending on the jurisdiction, some fire investigators are tasked to perform all aspects of the scene investigation, often performing a multitude of duties that are usually carried out by an entire team of detectives and evidence handlers. In
such cases, “Know where and how to swab,” Ryan says. “If you
want to maximize the results, studies have suggested using a
slightly dampened swab, followed by a dry swab as the best
practice.”
As always, the devil is in the details. Advancements in
DNA testing have made getting the details from the scene and
into the courtroom more possible than ever. As investigators, it is
our job to adapt and implement the advancements being made by
the scientific community into practical ways of conducting our
investigations.
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ThE “CODE CORNER”
Albany Fire Chief Urges Switching
Smoke Alarms
"Ionization alarms are the ones
that go off when you burn your toast, and
they can be so annoying that nearly a
quarter of the people who own them turn
them off," McGinn said. "But even more
important, they go off a lot slower than
photoelectrics, and by the time you hear
them it can be too late.
"We absolutely have to get rid of
them."
McGinn was inspired to his crusade four years ago when he happened
upon a report on the two types of alarms.
He wound up at the website of the World
Fire Safety Foundation, an Australian
nonprofit organization that advocates the
switchover to photoelectric alarms. The
group's site is stuffed with statistics and
reports showing that ionization alarms go
off more than 15 minutes later than photoelectrics in many fires, and sometimes
not at all.
A 1980 report by a subcommittee
of the International Association of Fire
Chiefs concluded that, "because most
home fires start from a smoldering
source," the subcommittee "can take no
other course but to recommend the installation of photoelectric detectors."
Continued on next page...
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Class “K” Extinguishers
By: Doreen “Dee” Withee, FPE

We are all familiar with the
class ABC or multi-purpose fire
extinguishers. One of the most
common extinguishing agents for
this extinguisher is monoammonium phosphate, a naturally
acidic agent. These extinguishers
are excellent at extinguishing the
fires they are designed for –
ordinary combustibles, flammable
or combustible liquids and electrical hazards. However they do have
their limitations.
In addition to the agent being acidic in nature, the additives used to improve the fluidity of the powder and its water repellency, melt and stick at high temperatures. As the chemical
agent decomposes from the heat of the fire and reacts with the
additives, metaphosphoric acid is created. A sticky yellowish
residue, metaphosphoric acid is damaging to electrical components and metals.
Recent changes to commercial cooking operations means
major challenges to dry chemical fire extinguishers and systems.
Dry chemicals relies on the amount of fatty acids in animal fats to produce the foamy layer, this reaction is known as
saponification.
Vegetable oils have lower fatty acid content preventing
the foam blanket from developing completely, thus rendering the
dry chemical extinguishers ineffective.
Secondly, commercial fryers produced today are much
more efficient and retain heat much longer. How does this affect
the efficacy of dry chemical extinguishers and systems?
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Albany Fire Chief Urges Switching
Smoke Alarms
Statistics from organizations including the National Fire Protection Association
and the U.S. Fire Administration show that
3,000 people die every year in home fires.
Two-thirds of those deaths occurred in
homes where smoke alarms were either not
present or not working. About 22 percent of
U.S. fire alarms are disconnected - most by
people irritated at false alarms. The disconnected alarms are virtually all ionization
alarms.
Based on those statistics, McGinn
estimates that if photoelectrics were used nationally instead of ionization alarms, the
number of fire deaths could be cut at least by
half to about 1,500. That's because the photoelectrics would not only be more effective,
but they also wouldn't be disconnected as
nuisances, he said.
"We cannot afford to not make this
switch," he said.
E-mail Kevin Fagan at:
kfagan@sfchronicle.com.
Kevin is a 2007 recipient of the a John
S. Knight Fellowship,
and is currently a
staff reporter for the
San Francisco
Chronicle.
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Vegetable oils have much higher auto-ignition temperature
than animal fats. Contained in a more efficient fryer, the oils remain
hotter, longer. Dry chemical agents have trouble preventing a reflash from occurring and cannot pass the current test standards for
fryers because of the retained heat. Heat breaks down the foam layer
created, thus it becomes necessary to cool the oils in addition to the
foam layer.
Enter the Wet Chemical agents. Wet chemical extinguishing
agents are a mixture of organic and/or inorganic salts and water, making them alkaline by nature. The wet chemicals are the only extinguishing agents listed for suppression of fires in commercial cooking
equipment because of their ability to maintain the foamy layer long
enough to allow complete cooling of the vegetable oils. The wet
chemical systems are installed in every new kitchen hood system today. Due to their natural alkalinity, these agents pose minimal damage threat to hot cooking appliances. As a bonus, wet chemical
agents are perfectly adequate for use on animal fat oils.
This is where the class K extinguisher becomes important.
Only the class K fire extinguisher is compatible with the wet chemical agents. Never use a multipurpose ABC extinguisher with wet
chemical agents. Use of a multi-purpose ABC extinguisher threatens
the foamy layer and cooling ability of the wet chemical agent, due to
chemical incompatibilities. Never mind the resulting damage to the
appliance, which may exceed the loss of the limited fire damage.
Fire extinguishers are placed in relation to the hazards they
are to mitigate. Every kitchen has a Class K extinguisher located in it
to supplement the suppression system within the exhaust hood. It is
best to use this extinguisher rather than deal with the undesirable results of dry chemicals.
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Doreen “Dee” Withee, is a Fire Protection
Engineer with the Colorado Springs Fire
Department. She has been involved with
the fire service for 20 years, five of which
were with the Bureau of Land Management,
Fire Operations in Montana.
Dee received a Bachelors degree in Fire
Protection and Safety Engineering Technology from Oklahoma State University. She
also has an Associates degree in Fire Science.
Her professional projects range from small
remodels, to high-rise health care and semiconductors facilities.
Dee also holds the following credentials:
ICC Certified Fire Inspector I,
Certified Fire Protection Specialist
from the National Fire Protection
Association,
Certified Engineering Technologist
from the National Institute for
Certification in Engineering
Technologies.
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Special Thanks to the Following
Contributors:
Suzanna Ryan, MS
Suzanna Ryan, MS, is a forensic DNA analyst
who has worked for public and private DNA
labs in her 10 years of experience. Most recently she was the DNA technical leader for a
private lab in San Diego, Calif. She's also an
adjunct faculty member at National University in San Diego, where she teaches the advanced forensic serology and DNA course for
the master of science in forensic science program. She's also taught a criminalistics course at Hillsborough Community College in Tampa, Fla. Suzanna is currently an independent
forensic serology and DNA consultant who provides DNA case review services and expert testimony to both defense and prosecutorial
agencies.
Erik Schlicht, Ph.D. is currently
an adjunct Faculty member at
Wellesley College. His research
investigates how people make decisions under conditions of risk. He is
also interested in how people use
opponent information to modify
their decisions in competitive wagering tasks. Erik worked postdoctoral positions at Harvard University and Caltech. He received his Ph.D. from the University of Minnesota.
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